Contributions of viscosity and friction properties to oral and haptic texture perception of iced coffees
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Creaminess is a desired mouthfeel property in foods and can generally be enhanced by increasing fat content. However, nowadays the food industry aims to reduce the fat content of foods while maintaining desired mouthfeel properties. More specifically, retaining creaminess in low-fat foods poses a challenge. Several ingredients have been suggested to mimic fat in terms of mouthfeel perception, such as modified starches, inulin, microbubbles and microparticulated whey protein. Nonetheless, no substitute has yet been found that can provide creaminess similar to that of fat.

A better understanding of the mechanisms underlying creaminess perception and the physical-chemical food properties contributing to creaminess may help to develop fat-reduced foods with desirable sensory properties.

Increasing the complexity of tongue movements during oral processing enhances creaminess perception of semi-solids.

The fact that a combination of tongue movements is required for optimal creaminess perception suggests that creaminess of foods is affected by more than one single food property. During oral processing, a shift from the rheological domain to the tribological domain occurs. Bulk rheological properties such as viscosity dominate the beginning of oral processing, and are related to thickness perception. Tribological properties are important during subsequent stages of oral processing, when the film between tongue and palate becomes thinner. Tribology is the study of the wear, friction and lubrication of interacting surfaces in relative motion. As foods are subjected to friction due to squeezing and pressing between tongue and palate, tribology provides a tool to elucidate sensory perception of mouthfeel attributes by linking friction to sensory properties. Tribological properties have, for instance, been linked to slipperiness perception of guar gum solutions and particle dispersions. In summary, both rheological and tribological food properties contribute to creaminess.

Increasing the viscosity of a liquid food can enhance its creaminess, as more viscous foods are generally perceived to be creamier. One of the earliest works on creaminess percep-

1. Introduction

Creaminess is a desired mouthfeel property in foods and can generally be enhanced by increasing fat content. However, nowadays the food industry aims to reduce the fat content of foods while maintaining desired mouthfeel properties. More specifically, retaining creaminess in low-fat foods poses a challenge. Several ingredients have been suggested to mimic fat in terms of mouthfeel perception, such as modified starches, inulin, microbubbles and microparticulated whey protein. Nonetheless, no substitute has yet been found that can provide creaminess similar to that of fat.

A better understanding of the mechanisms underlying creaminess perception and the physical-chemical food properties contributing to creaminess may help to develop fat-reduced foods with desirable sensory properties.

Increasing the complexity of tongue movements during oral processing enhances creaminess perception of semi-solids.
tion was performed by Wood,24 who concluded that soups require a viscosity of at least 50 mPa s in order to be perceived as creamy. Another study on model soups confirmed that creaminess increased when the viscosity of soups increased.25 In two studies on o/w emulsions, Akhtar and colleagues4,18 observed that increased viscosity by addition of hydrocolloids resulted in enhanced creaminess. Similarly, van Aken et al.26 increased o/w emulsion viscosity by addition of gum arabic, which resulted in higher creaminess ratings according to a trained panel. Furthermore, Janhøj et al.27 found that creaminess of acidified milk drinks increased with increasing viscosity.

In addition to viscosity, friction properties are increasingly recognised to contribute to creaminess of liquid foods.12,22,28,29 The majority of studies that investigated the effect of friction on texture perception modified friction properties by altering either fat or protein content. For instance, reduced friction due to increased fat or protein content resulted in higher creaminess in milks,30 custards31 and yoghurts.32 Moreover, a negative correlation between friction and perceived smoothness was found in o/w emulsions with varying oil content.33 Laguna et al.34 demonstrated that discrimination between fat-free and full-fat dairy products was mainly based on differences in tribological properties. By varying the fat or protein content, these studies did not only alter friction properties, but rheological properties of the foods as well. Increasing the fat or protein content reduced friction, but at the same time increased viscosity, two parameters that both have a positive effect on creaminess. Hence, strictly speaking, from these studies one cannot assess the individual, relative contributions of viscosity and friction properties to perception of texture attributes such as creaminess.

Texture can be evaluated by different approaches, such as visually, haptically or orally. Shama and colleagues15,36 compared oral and non-oral methods for viscosity evaluation and concluded that stimuli used for such evaluations depend on the evaluation method employed. Correspondingly, liquids were perceived as thicker when evaluated by stirring with a spatula, compared to stirring with the index finger.17 Christensen & Casper18 found that solutions thickened by sodium alginate were perceived to be thicker when assessed orally compared to visual or haptic evaluation. In a study on o/w emulsions, oral and haptic smoothness scores were generally similar, but emulsions were better discriminated by oral smoothness.33 Differences between oral and haptic texture perception might be caused by differences in the mechanoreceptors involved in sensing texture. Mechanoreceptors in the human skin and oral cavity comprise slowly adapting (SA) and rapidly adapting (RA) receptors.39,40 The majority of mechanoreceptors on the tongue and finger tips consists of RA receptors,40,41 whereas SA receptors are more predominant in other parts of the human body.42-44 Although SA and RA receptors have been found in similar proportions and function similarly in the oral cavity and the finger tips, mechanoreceptors on the tongue have been found to be more sensitive to force.40,45

While it is well known that rheological and tribological properties influence texture perception of foods, less is known about the relative contributions of rheological and tribological properties to texture perception of attributes such as creaminess. Therefore, the objective of this study was to better understand the effects of viscosity and friction properties on oral and haptic texture perception by varying viscosity of iced coffees with minimal changes in friction properties and vice versa. Viscosities of iced coffees were varied by adding maltodextrin, whereas friction properties were adjusted by adding polyethylene glycol (PEG), a food grade polymer (E1521) that can be used as a lubricant in foods without considerably changing viscosity.46 Especially high molecular weight PEG (Mw > 10 000 g mol⁻¹) can reduce friction in aqueous solutions considerably without strongly affecting viscosity. Legislation limits the use of PEG in foods to low molecular weight PEG (Mw < 10 000 g mol⁻¹). The goal of this study was (i) to assess contributions of viscosity and friction properties to creaminess, thickness and slipperiness perception of iced coffees; and (ii) to compare oral and haptic thickness and slipperiness perception of these beverages.

2. Materials & methods

2.1. Product preparation

Three iced coffees differing in viscosity and friction properties were prepared: low viscosity – high friction (LV-HF); low viscosity – low friction (LV-LF); and high viscosity – low friction (HV-LF) iced coffee (Table 2). Products were prepared from commercially available ready-to-drink milk-based iced coffee (20% coffee; 0.9% fat (w/v); Koffiecino, Holland Foodz, the Netherlands). Viscosity of HV-LF was adjusted by adding 30 wt% maltodextrin (Fantomalt, Nutricia, Danone, France), and friction properties of LV-LF were adjusted by adding 7 wt% polyethylene glycol (PEG (E-1521); Mw 6000, Merck, Germany). No PEG was added to HV-LF, as the increase in viscosity due to maltodextrin addition was accompanied by a decrease in friction properties. Since addition of PEG to LV-LF resulted in a small increase in viscosity, 16.8 wt% maltodextrin was added to LV-HF to obtain matching shear viscosities. Iced coffees were mixed with the ingredients for 30 min at room temperature to ensure dissolution of maltodextrin and PEG. Products were freshly prepared each day and stored in the refrigerator at 4 °C until 1 h before use.

2.2. Characterisation of viscosity and friction properties

Flow curves of the iced coffees were determined using an MCR 302 rheometer equipped with a double gap concentric cylinder geometry (DG26.7/Ti, Anton Paar, Austria). Flow curves were measured while increasing the shear rate from 0.1 to 1000 s⁻¹ in 50 logarithmic steps in 10 min. Measurements were performed in triplicate at 35 °C.

Friction properties of the three iced coffees were characterised using a ball-on-three-pins set-up in an MCR 302 rheometer (Anton Paar, Austria). A glass ball was used to represent
the human palate, whereas cylindrical shaped polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pins were used to mimic the hardness and surface of the human tongue. One mL of sample was transferred to the sample holder. Each test consisted of three consecutive runs of 10 min in which sliding speeds were increased from 0.0001–2200 rpm (equivalent to $4 \times 10^{-3}$–$10^3$ mm s$^{-1}$) using a logarithmic ramp, while a normal force of 1 N was applied. Friction coefficients were obtained as the ratio of the frictional force divided by the normal load. Runs were separated by 5 min breaks in which a normal force of 1 N was applied. Data from the second run was used for analysis. Tests were conducted in triplicate at 35 °C to simulate the oral environment. Prior to measuring iced coffees, PDMS surfaces were run-in by (i) one run with 1 mL demineralised water and (ii) one run with 1 mL plain iced coffee.

For measures of friction properties of the iced coffees in the presence of saliva, unstimulated saliva was collected over 15 minutes from one healthy volunteer after a fasting period of 60 min based on the protocol of Silletti et al. After rinsing the mouth with water, saliva was collected with closed lips and expectorated in a plastic tube. Saliva was centrifuged at 956g for 10 min to remove cellular debris and was subsequently kept on ice. Saliva was mixed with iced coffee (ratio 1:1) just before addition to the sample holder. The same experimental conditions were used as for the tribological measurements of the iced coffees without saliva. Data from the second run was used for analysis. Tests were conducted in triplicate at 35 °C to simulate the oral environment. Prior to measuring the saliva-iced coffee mixtures, PDMS surfaces were run-in by (i) one run with 1 mL demineralised water and (ii) three runs with 1 mL saliva.

2.3. Participants

Dutch-speaking participants were recruited from the surroundings of Wageningen using flyers and social media. Individuals were eligible for participation in the study when they were between 18–35 years and had a BMI between 18.5–25 kg m$^{-2}$. Individuals were excluded from participation when they had problems with general or oral health, when they did not have normal smell and taste function or when they had mastication or swallowing disorders. Individuals with food allergies or intolerances for milk products and pregnant or breastfeeding women were excluded from participation. A total of 50 subjects agreed on participation in the study, of which $n = 47$ (8 male, 39 female) completed all test sessions. Mean age was 21.5 (±2.2) years and mean BMI was 21.7 (±1.7) kg m$^{-2}$. Most participants were frequent coffee drinkers, as 47% consumed coffee daily and 31% consumed coffee multiple times a week. Participants signed an informed consent and completed a general questionnaire in the first test session. Participants received financial reimbursement after completion of the three test sessions.

2.4. Sensory evaluation

Participants ($n = 47$) completed three test sessions on separate days. In each test session, two sensory methods were used: the 2-alternative forced choice method (2-AFC) followed by rank-rating, both of which are described in more detail below. A test session lasted approximately 30 min. During each test session only one of the following sensory texture attributes was evaluated: creaminess, thickness or slipperiness. The order in which participants assessed each of the three attributes was randomised. In test sessions in which participants evaluated creaminess, the 2-AFC method and rank-rating were performed orally by tasting the iced coffees. In test sessions in which thickness or slipperiness of the iced coffees were evaluated, the two sensory methods were first performed orally by tasting, followed by performing the same two sensory methods by haptic evaluation in hand. Haptic assessment was performed by rubbing the iced coffee between the fingers. Creaminess was not evaluated haptically, as we assumed that a meaningful evaluation of creaminess by hand is not possible.

To become acquainted with the attributes to be evaluated, participants received two reference products that represented products low and high in the respective attribute. Subsequently, an example question was presented to familiarise participants with the sensory method and the products used in the study. For the example question, two of the actual products (LV-HF, LV-LF or HV-LF) were presented to the participant. Definitions of the attributes and instructions were provided to the participants (Table 1).

### Table 1 Definitions and instructions of attributes (translated into English from Dutch) and reference products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Definition/instruction</th>
<th>Low intensity</th>
<th>High intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oral Creaminess</td>
<td>“The degree to which you experience a silky, rich, full feeling in your mouth”</td>
<td>Skim milk</td>
<td>Full-fat milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>“How easily does the product flow in your mouth?”</td>
<td>Plain iced coffee</td>
<td>Iced coffee + 50% maltodextrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slipperiness</td>
<td>“How easily does your tongue move over your palate when you consume the product?”</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Olive oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haptic Thickness</td>
<td>“Evaluate the thickness of the product by rubbing a small amount between thumb and index finger”</td>
<td>Plain iced coffee</td>
<td>Iced coffee + 50% maltodextrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slipperiness</td>
<td>“Evaluate the slipperiness of the product by rubbing a small amount between thumb and index finger”</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Aqueous PEG solution ($M_w 4 \times 10^6$, 1.0 g L$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participants were seated in individual sensory booths with standard white light and were asked to refrain from drinking coffee two hours prior to the test session. Participants wore nose clips during the entire session, as this facilitated focusing on texture attributes only and limited the perception of off-flavours caused by addition of PEG to LV-LF. Iced coffees (15–20 mL) were presented in 30 mL transparent plastic cups labelled with random 3-digit numbers. Participants were asked to expectorate the product after evaluation, and to rinse their mouth after tasting each set of iced coffees. Crackers and water were provided for palate cleansing between the product pairs. For sessions in which attributes were assessed haptically, participants used tap water and tissues to clean their hands. Data was collected in Dutch using EyeQuestion® (Logic8, the Netherlands).

2.4.1. 2-Alternative forced choice method (2-AFC). In each test session, the three iced coffees were first evaluated by using the 2-alternative forced choice method (2-AFC). Each of the iced coffees was compared with both other products using three 2-AFC tests. All comparisons were performed in duplicate within one session. The order of pairs and of products within pairs was randomised among participants. For each pair of iced coffees, participants were asked to determine which of the two products was more intense in the attribute of interest (i.e. “which of the two products is creamier?”). Participants were allowed to re-taste products if desired and were forced to guess if no difference could be detected.

2.4.2 Rank-rating. In each test session, evaluation using the 2-AFC method was followed by a rank-rating test. The rank-rating test was performed to obtain an estimate of the perceived differences between the three iced coffees. In the rank-rating test the three iced coffees were presented simultaneously. Participants placed the products on an unstructured 100 mm line scale that represented the attribute of interest, anchored from “not at all” on the left to “extremely” on the right. The order of products within the set was randomised among participants, and participants were asked to evaluate the products from left to right. Participants were allowed to re-taste the products if desired.

2.5. Data analysis

For the 2-AFC method, percentages of products chosen to be more intense than their counterpart were determined, and the Bradley–Terry model was applied to the multiple paired comparisons data. Results from rank-rating were reported as mean values with standard error. A repeated measures ANOVA with participants as random factor was performed on rank-rating scores of each attribute to determine significant differences between the three iced coffees. Two-way repeated measures ANOVAs were performed to test for significant differences between haptic and oral rank-rating scores of thickness and slipperiness. Pearson correlation coefficients were determined between the sensory attributes using pooled rank-rating scores of the three iced coffees. Data was analysed using RStudio (version 3.5.2) and a significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$ was used.

3. Results

3.1. Viscosity and friction properties

Mean shear viscosities (±SD) of the three iced coffees at 35 °C are shown in Fig. 1. Flow curves of LV-HF and LV-LF overlap, whereas the viscosity of HV-LF is approximately 2.5 times higher within this range of shear rates (Table 2). Mean friction coefficients (±SD) of the three iced coffees as a function of sliding speed are displayed in Fig. 2 in absence (a) and presence (b) of saliva. In both conditions (with and without saliva), highest friction coefficients were observed for LV-HF for nearly the entire sliding speed range. Addition of PEG (LV-LF) led to a reduction in friction coefficient relative to LF-HF in presence and absence of saliva, without affecting viscosity (Fig. 1). Addition of 30 wt% maltodextrin to iced coffee resulted in an increase in viscosity (Fig. 1) and a decrease in friction coefficient (Fig. 2, Table 2). In the presence of saliva, boundary friction was generally lower, and the mixed regime shifted towards higher sliding speeds (Fig. 2b). Moreover, differences in friction between the three products became smaller in the presence of saliva.

3.2. Paired comparisons

The frequency of selection of iced coffees being perceived as more intense than their counterpart was obtained from 2-AFC tests (Fig. 3). HV-LF was consistently chosen as more intense for all attributes when compared with LV-HF and LV-LF iced coffees. This implies that HV-LF iced coffee was, both orally and haptically, perceived to be thicker, more slippery and creamier than the LV-HF and the LV-LF iced coffees. LV-HF was orally perceived to be thicker and creamier than LV-LF. Concerning haptic evaluation of slipperiness, LV-LF was found to be more slippery than HV-HF. There were no significant differences between LV-HF and LV-LF iced coffees regarding haptic thickness and oral slipperiness.

When comparing oral evaluation of thickness and slipperiness with those from haptic evaluation, results are consistent.

![Flow curves of the three iced coffees (35 °C). LV-HF = grey; LV-LF = blue; HV-LF = green. LV-HF denotes low viscosity – low friction, LV-LF low viscosity – low friction and HV-LF high viscosity – low friction iced coffee. Error bars represent standard deviation of triplicate measures.](image-url)
for paired comparisons that included HV-LF iced coffee. In oral and haptic assessment of both thickness and slipperiness, HV-LF was perceived as thicker and more slippery than LV-HF and LV-LF. However, oral and haptic thickness were not evaluated similarly for paired comparisons between LV-HF and LV-LF. No significant difference in thickness was found between the two iced coffees during haptic assessment, while LV-HF was perceived to be thicker when assessed orally. Regarding slipperiness perception, no significant difference was found between LV-HF and HV-LF during oral assessment, whereas LV-LF was found to be more slippery when assessed haptically.

### 3.3. Perceived intensities (rank-rating)

Mean perceived intensities of the attributes obtained from rank-rating are shown in Fig. 4. Results from rank-rating are generally in agreement with the results obtained from paired comparisons. HV-LF was perceived to be higher in intensity compared to LV-HF and LV-LF for all texture attributes. No significant differences were found between LV-HF and LV-LF in terms of haptic thickness and oral slipperiness. LV-LF was orally perceived as less creamy and less thick, but haptically more slippery than LV-HF.

Thickness perception was not affected by evaluation method (oral vs. haptic; \( p = 0.46 \)), but a main effect of product was found (LV-HF, LV-LF, HV-LF; \( p < 0.001 \)). For slipperiness no main effect of evaluation method was found (\( p = 0.39 \)), but a main effect of product (\( p < 0.001 \)) and an interaction between product and evaluation method were found (\( p < 0.001 \)). This indicates that thickness was evaluated similarly during oral and haptic assessment, whereas oral and haptic slipperiness ratings were less congruent.

### 3.4. Correlations between creaminess, slipperiness and thickness

Pearson correlation coefficients between rank-rating scores of the different texture attributes were calculated. Creaminess was positively correlated with oral thickness (\( r = 0.64, p < 0.001 \)) and haptic thickness (\( r = 0.49, p < 0.001 \)). Moderate positive correlations were found between creaminess and oral slipperiness (\( r = 0.35, p < 0.001 \)) and haptic slipperiness (\( r = 0.45, p < 0.001 \)). Rank-rating scores obtained from oral assessment of thickness correlated positively with those of haptic assessment (\( r = 0.59, p < 0.001 \)). Slightly weaker positive correlations were found between oral and haptic slipperiness (\( r = 0.44, p < 0.001 \)).

### 4. Discussion

This study aimed (i) to assess contributions of viscosity and friction properties to creaminess, thickness and slipperiness.
perception of iced coffees; and (ii) to compare oral and haptic thickness and slipperiness perception of these beverages. Results from paired comparisons and rank-rating were in good agreement and show that high-viscosity iced coffee (HV-LF) was more intense in all attributes (creaminess, oral and haptic thickness, oral and haptic slipperiness) compared to low-viscosity iced coffees. When comparing the two low-viscosity products, low-friction iced coffee (LV-LF) was orally perceived as less creamy and less thick, and haptically more slippery than high-friction iced coffee (LV-HF). Creaminess was stronger correlated to thickness than to slipperiness.

![Bar charts showing the results of 2-Alternative forced choice comparisons (2-AFC) for oral and haptic thickness, oral and haptic slipperiness, and oral creaminess.](image)

**Fig. 3** 2-Alternative forced choice comparisons (2-AFC): frequency of selection of iced coffees chosen to be more intense in oral and haptic thickness, oral and haptic slipperiness, and oral creaminess ($n = 47$, $n = 46$ for oral slipperiness comparisons of LV-HF and LV-LF; all in duplicate). LV-HF denotes low viscosity – high friction, LV-LF low viscosity – low friction and HV-LF high viscosity – low friction iced coffee. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences: (*) $p < 0.05$; (**) $p < 0.001$. 
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4.1. Effect of viscosity on thickness, slipperiness and creaminess perception

Results from paired comparisons and rank-rating uniformly demonstrate that increasing the viscosity of iced coffees enhanced oral and haptic perception of thickness and slipperiness, and oral perception of creaminess. These results reflect those of other studies, that found large effects of viscosity on texture perception of o/w emulsions.4,18,26 On the other hand, viscosity may not be the most important driver of texture perception in semi-solid foods, such as sour cream,49 cream cheese50 and other dairy products.23

Participants were able to distinguish oral thickness of iced coffees with viscosities differing by a factor of 2.5. This was expected, as Camacho et al.51 reported a Just Noticeable Difference (JND) for oral thickness of 3.1 mPa s in thin liquids (η = 10 mPa s) and the viscosity difference in the current study was twice this reported JND value (Table 2). Moreover, participants were able to discriminate low- and high-viscosity iced coffees based on haptic thickness. This is in line with results from Zhong et al.,52 who reported that a 1.83 and 2.05 fold increase in viscosity could be detected by haptic assessment of thickened water and thickened milk, respectively.

Liquid foods are generally perceived as creamier when viscosity increases,4,16,23–27 which explains why high-viscosity iced coffee was perceived as creamier than the low-viscosity products. As slipperiness has been reported to be related to friction in guar gum solutions19 and particle dispersions,20 a positive effect of viscosity on slipperiness was not expected in this study. In line with our results, others have demonstrated that more viscous liquids (i.e. gum-thickened water,53 apple juice, orange juice and soymilk54) were perceived to be more slippery in mouth. An explanation may be provided by Kokini and colleagues,21,55 who postulated that slipperiness is induced by the total force applied on the tongue. According to their model, slipperiness is proportional to both frictional and viscous forces, which might provide an explanation for our observation that higher viscosity resulted in increased oral and haptic slipperiness. This rationale is supported by the fact that more viscous fluids display reduced friction properties,56,57 which are in turn related to slipperiness perception.19,20,31

4.2. Effect of friction properties on thickness, slipperiness and creaminess perception

Results from paired comparisons and rank-rating of low-viscosity iced coffees show that reduced friction by addition of PEG (LV-LF vs. LV-HF) leads to decreased oral thickness and creaminess, but increased haptic slipperiness. Nevertheless, sensory differences due to addition of PEG were generally smaller than those elicited by increasing the viscosity of iced coffee. The fact that sensory differences between low-viscosity products were relatively small suggests that the difference in friction properties only led to subtle effects in texture perception. It should be noted that the range of friction properties covered in this study (maximum difference in friction coefficients between iced coffees was a factor 1.3) was smaller than that of viscosity (maximum difference in viscosity between iced coffees was a factor 2.5), which can partially explain the limited effect of friction properties on sensory characteristics of the iced coffees (see section 4.5 Limitations).

Reduction of friction by addition of maltodextrin resulted in increased perceived oral and haptic thickness, whereas addition of PEG did not affect perceived haptic thickness of low-viscosity iced coffees (Fig. 3 and 4). This was in line with our expectations, as thickness perception is associated with viscosity4,16–18 and the two low-viscosity iced coffees were iso-viscous. In contrast, perceived oral thickness decreased when friction was reduced by adding PEG. In a study on vanilla custard desserts,31 no correlation was found between friction
properties and perceived thickness evaluated by a trained panel. A dumping effect may have occurred as participants in the current study were instructed to focus on one attribute, while other attributes were present that distinguished the products.

As expected, low-friction iced coffees were haptically perceived as more slippery than high-friction iced coffee. Reduction of friction by addition of maltodextrin also enhanced oral slipperiness of the high-viscosity product, whereas addition of PEG did not affect oral slipperiness of low-viscosity iced coffee. As negative relationships between friction and oral slipperiness were previously established in guar gum solutions,\textsuperscript{19} particle dispersions\textsuperscript{20} and vanilla desserts,\textsuperscript{31} a similar effect was expected in this study. The fact that participants only perceived a difference in slipperiness during haptic evaluation of low-viscosity products, suggests a possible effect of the oral environment on slipperiness perception of iced coffees. Iced coffees are warmed by the oral surfaces and diluted by saliva, which may consequently affect oral texture perception of the beverages. Saliva affects lubrication\textsuperscript{58} and the presence of saliva in the oral environment might therefore affect texture perception of the iced coffees.\textsuperscript{59} Moreover, food-saliva interactions might have occurred that affect texture perception.\textsuperscript{60–62} These factors may clarify why differences in friction properties between the three iced coffees become smaller upon addition of saliva (Fig. 2b), as has previously been reported by Joyner et al.\textsuperscript{63} as well. It should be noted that the iced coffees were mixed with saliva at a 1:1 ratio, i.e. the products were diluted, which may partially explain the smaller differences in friction properties upon addition of saliva. A mixing ratio of 1:1 was chosen to test whether saliva had any effect on friction properties of iced coffees. This mixing ratio overestimates the amount of saliva mixed with iced coffee, since under realistic drinking conditions the amount of saliva that mixes with iced coffee during oral processing is likely to be considerably smaller due to the short residence time of iced coffee in the oral cavity.

Reduced friction was hypothesised to enhance creaminess of iced coffees, as this has been described in several reviews.\textsuperscript{12,16–18} While this was observed upon addition of maltodextrin in high-viscosity iced coffee, this was not the case when PEG was added to low-viscosity iced coffee. When comparing the low-viscosity products, low-friction iced coffee was perceived as less creamy than high-friction iced coffee (Fig. 3 and 4). In a comparable study on milks, no effect on creaminess was observed by a trained panel after reduction of friction by addition of inulin.\textsuperscript{8} It is known that perceived thickness is important for creaminess of foods.\textsuperscript{22,23} The fact that participants perceived low-viscosity iced coffee with low friction as less thick than the high-friction product (Fig. 3 and 4) might therefore have caused a reduction in perceived creaminess.

4.3. Comparison of effect of viscosity and friction properties on creaminess perception

Identifying the roles of viscosity and friction properties could provide fundamental answers to understanding texture perception, and more specifically creaminess, of iced coffees. It was hypothesised that higher viscosity and lower friction would enhance creaminess of iced coffees.\textsuperscript{21,22} Results from paired comparisons and rank-rating confirm that higher viscosity resulted in enhanced creaminess perception. Reduction of friction by addition of PEG, on the other hand, did not have the expected positive impact on creaminess. This finding is contrary to those from previous studies on milk,\textsuperscript{30} custard desserts,\textsuperscript{31} yoghurts\textsuperscript{12} and cream cheese\textsuperscript{50} in which perception of creaminess was associated with lower friction coefficients. The reduction in friction properties achieved in this study was not necessarily sufficient to increase creaminess of iced coffees, whereas simultaneously increasing viscosity and decreasing friction enhanced creaminess.

Since viscosity is related to thickness perception\textsuperscript{4,16–18} and friction properties are related to slipperiness perception,\textsuperscript{19,20} it was hypothesised that perceived thickness and slipperiness are related to creaminess perception.\textsuperscript{1} In the current study, correlation coefficients between creaminess and oral thickness scores were higher ($r = 0.64$) compared to creaminess and oral slipperiness scores ($r = 0.35$). This finding is in agreement with results from others who suggested that viscosity was the major contributor to creaminess in o/w emulsions\textsuperscript{14–18} and acidified milk drinks,\textsuperscript{27} and that adjustment of friction properties did not have a large effect on creaminess of milks.\textsuperscript{8}

Our results can be compared with early work of Kokini and colleagues,\textsuperscript{55} who modelled creaminess perception in liquid foods. They determined that the creaminess of liquid foods could be predicted by perceived thickness, smoothness and slipperiness, using the following formula ($R^2 = 0.88$):

$$\text{log(creamy)} = 0.539 \text{log(thick)} + 0.728 \text{log(smooth)} + 0.220 \text{log(slippery)}$$

In line with our findings, the authors concluded that thickness contributes more to creaminess perception than slipperiness. Nevertheless, they also established a large contribution of perceived smoothness to the prediction of perceived creaminess. Kokini and colleagues postulated that smoothness is related to friction forces on the tongue. Our results suggest that small differences in friction properties are not sufficient to modify creaminess of iced coffees. Friction properties only become dominant during later stages of oral processing,\textsuperscript{14,15} which may explain why a smaller contribution of friction properties to creaminess was found in the current study. Viscosity might be more important for creaminess perception of iced coffees, as oral texture perception is initially governed by viscous properties of foods. During this early stage of oral processing, viscosity may ensure that the iced coffee is retained in the mouth long enough for creaminess to be perceived.\textsuperscript{24} However, the oral processing time of iced coffee is relatively short and might therefore be too short for friction properties to be perceived.

4.4. Comparison of oral and haptic assessment of texture attributes

The second aim of the study was to compare oral evaluations of thickness and slipperiness with haptic evaluations. Although iced coffee is usually not touched by the hands during
consumption, we included haptic evaluation to obtain a complete image on how texture perception might be influenced by evaluation methods. Participants were able to orally and haptically discriminate low viscous iced coffees with viscosities differing by a factor of 2.5 based on both thickness and slipperiness. They were moreover able to discriminate haptic slipperiness of low viscous iced coffees with friction coefficients differing by 25%, whereas these iced coffees could not be discriminated based on oral slipperiness. Despite the fact that mechanoreceptors on the tongue have been reported to be more sensitive to force than those in the finger tips, we found comparable results for different evaluation methods of thickness (i.e. oral vs. haptic). In contrast, others found that liquids were perceived as more viscous when evaluated orally compared to non-oral methods or that oral viscosity discrimination was slightly better than haptic discrimination of syrup solutions. While in the current study rank-rating scores for oral thickness were congruent with those of haptic thickness, an interaction effect between evaluation method and product was found for slipperiness scores. Accordingly, the correlation between oral and haptic rank-rating scores for thickness \( r = 0.59 \) is higher than the correlation between oral and haptic slipperiness scores \( r = 0.44 \). All in all, our results imply that oral and haptic thickness are evaluated similarly, whereas haptic slipperiness is assessed differently from oral slipperiness.

4.5. Limitations

This study aimed to assess the individual contributions of viscosity and friction properties to texture perception of iced coffees. The effect of viscosity was assessed by comparing iced coffees with different viscosities, but similar friction properties. However, as viscosity and friction are physically related concepts, preparing liquids that vary in viscosity but not in friction poses a challenge. In practice it was difficult to obtain similar friction coefficients over the entire sliding speed range, as low friction was obtained in two ways: (a) by adding PEG to retain low viscosity; and (b) by adding maltodextrin, hence this decrease in friction was accompanied by an increase in viscosity. As friction in the mixed regime depends on surface properties as well as bulk viscosity of the liquid, it was not possible to formulate a low-viscosity product with similar friction properties in the mixed regime as the high-viscosity iced coffee. Low-viscosity iced coffee (LV-LF) had reduced friction coefficients in the boundary regime \( <1 \text{ mm s}^{-1} \), whereas high-viscosity iced coffee (HV-LF) exhibited reduced friction coefficients in the mixed regime \( 10–1000 \text{ mm s}^{-1} \). The fact that viscosity affects friction also explains why friction coefficients of the two low-viscosity products are comparable in the mixed regime, as viscosity is an important determinant for friction in this regime. Differences between the products regarding friction therefore depend on the sliding speed that is discussed, which makes it more difficult to compare the low-friction iced coffees.

Our results suggest that viscosity might contribute more to creaminess of iced coffees than friction properties. Although this is in accordance with previous findings on o/w emulsions, milks and acidified milk drinks, the difference in friction properties between high- and low-friction iced coffees in this study might have been too small to be reflected in perception of texture attributes. Viscosity of the iced coffees was varied by a factor of 2.5, whereas friction was varied by a factor of maximum 1.3 due to addition of PEG. If we assume a linear or semi-log relationship between the physical-chemical food properties and perceived creaminess, it is reasonable that a larger contribution of viscosity is found, as viscosity of the iced coffees was varied to a higher degree. Larger effects on perceived creaminess and slipperiness might arise when friction properties are modified to a larger degree. PEG with higher \( M_w \) is capable of reducing friction properties to a larger extent without considerably affecting viscosity. However, due to legal restrictions regarding the use of high \( M_w \) PEG in foods, such studies would be limited to haptic evaluations only.

Care should be taken when comparing results from the current study to other studies linking tribological properties to sensory attributes. The comprehensive review by Sarkar & Krop highlights that such tribology-sensory relationships are only valid for the specific food and experimental set-up used, as friction properties depend on the interplay of the food with the surfaces of the tribo-pair. Due to this and the fact that only iced coffees were used, results from the current study cannot be generalised to liquid foods. Further research using a standardised tribological set-up and methodology is needed to establish clear relationships between friction and perception of specific texture attributes.

Due to the addition of maltodextrin or PEG to the iced coffees, the final fat content of the three products was not identical (0.63–0.84% (w/v)). Chojnicka-Paszun et al. found that friction properties and perceived creaminess of milks are independent of fat content at fat contents below 1%. Furthermore, Akhtar et al. showed that fat content had no effect on perception of thickness and creaminess of low-viscosity emulsions (8 mPa s). Therefore, we argue that the small difference in fat content did not considerably influence the friction properties or perceived creaminess of the iced coffees.

As only small differences between the iced coffees were expected, a 2-AFC test was performed. Such discrimination tests do not require trained panellists and are generally better at detecting small differences between products compared to intensity ratings. However, as we were also interested in the magnitude of the differences between the products, the discrimination test was followed by a rank-rating procedure. The fact that results from both sensory methods led to the same conclusions indicates that participants were consistent in evaluating the iced coffees. While damping effects may be eliminated by using a trained panel, results from an untrained panel are more representative of perception by consumers.

5. Conclusions

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that aimed to assess the relative contributions of viscosity and friction
properties to texture perception by varying viscosity of iced coffees with minimal changes in friction properties and *vice versa*. This study has identified that increasing the viscosity enhances creaminess, thickness and slipperiness of iced coffees. On the other hand, reduced friction in the boundary regime resulted in lower oral thickness and creaminess scores, but increased perception of haptic slipperiness of iced coffees. Creaminess was stronger correlated to thickness than to slipperiness. The oral processing time of iced coffees was possibly too short for textural differences related to friction properties to be perceived, as texture perception is initially governed by viscous properties of food, thereby limiting the time for friction properties to be perceived. Therefore, in development of low-fat milk-based beverages with creamy texture, product developers might want to focus more on viscosity than friction properties. Future research should focus on developing a range of foods (*i.e.* liquid to semi-solid) that differ considerably in friction properties without strongly affecting viscosity to elucidate the individual contributions of friction and viscosity to creaminess perception in foods.
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